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Construction Grammar (CxG) has continuously extended its scope over the last decades, and has de-
veloped into a broad and comprehensive theory of language (see e.g. the overviews by Hilpert 2019, 
Hoffmann 2022, Author&Co-Author 2023). The recent multimodal turn in CxG bears witness to this 
development: On the one hand, some studies have applied the analytic toolkit of constructionist ap-
proaches to signed languages (e.g. Lepic & Occhino 2018, Hou 2022). On the other hand, more and 
more Construction Grammarians emphasize the multimodal nature of linguistic communication in gen-
eral, taking aspects like co-speech gesture into account (e.g. Cienki 2017).  
But one modality in which linguistic communication surfaces is arguably still a blind spot in CxG (a 
notable exception being Jackendoff & Audring 2020: Chapter 8.4), even though it plays a major role in 
our everyday lives: written language. This is quite understandable, given that writing has long been 
regarded as secondary to, and/or a mere representation of, spoken language. But recent years have 
seen increasing interest in the linguistic study of written language, giving rise to an emerging research 
field: grapholinguistics (Neef 2015, Meletis 2020, Meletis & Dürscheid 2022). While the theoretical spec-
trum of grapholinguistics is as broad as that of linguistics in general, there is a relatively broad consen-
sus that written language is more than just a representation of spoken language. For one thing, writing 
affords a number of resources that are unique to this modality, such as capitalization and punctuation 
(Author et al. 2023). For another, there is psycho- and neurolinguistic evidence that the processes of 
reading and writing may not function with recourse to speech (see e.g. Meletis & Dürscheid 2022: 28f.; 
Dehaene 2009). This makes written language an intriguing object of study in its own right, including 
crucial questions of how exactly it relates to spoken language (Author & Co-Author 2023) and to other 
graphic codes (Morin et al. 2018). 
In this programmatic paper, I discuss how CxG and grapholinguistics can cross-fertilize each other. 
Geyer et al. (2022: 247) have already pointed out that graphemic properties should be taken into con-
sideration when describing the form side of constructions. I go one step further, arguing that the stand-
ard inventory of constructions that is typically assumed in constructionist approaches should be com-
plemented by graphemic constructions, i.e. pairings of form and function specific to the written modality. 
Following Goldberg’s (2019: 7) recent definition of constructions as “emergent clusters of lossy memory 
traces that are aligned within our high- (hyper!) dimensional conceptual space on the basis of shared 
form, function, and contextual dimensions”, I argue that graphemic constructions are form-meaning 
pairs that involve written signs and that interact closely with constructions at other linguistic levels. 
Grapheme constructions often serve metalinguistic functions, e.g. indicating morphological or syntactic 
boundaries, but they can also have sociosemiotic implications that are independent from spoken lan-
guage (Sebba 2012, Geyer 2018, Busch 2021). I will discuss how grapheme constructions can be iden-
tified, which challenges the concept entails, and which ramifications it may have for the ‘architecture’ of 
CxG at large. 
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